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ABSTRAK

Kertas ini membentangkan satu cara untuk mempersembahkan informasi satu dokumen dalam bentuk grafik. Ini bermakna satu teks dokumen akan ditukarkan kepada informasi yang senang dan mudah difahami dalam bentuk grafik seperti peta minda. Disebabkan semakin banyak dokumen dihasilkan setiap hari, oleh itu, informasi dalam bentuk grafik adalah sangat berguna kepada pengguna untuk mendapatkan idea dalam dokumen dengan cepat tanpa membaca dokumen tersebut perkataan demi perkataan.

Aplikasi ini dihasilkan dengan menggunakan "General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE)". GATE dihasilkan oleh Universiti Sheffield, United Kingdom.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an approach for structuring information. Structuring information means to convert a textual document into a simple structured information representation such as graphical map. As more and more documents are generated everyday, the structured information is useful to enable users easily grasp the ideas of a document without reading the document word by word.

The application for structuring information from the unstructured textual document is developed by using the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) tool, which is developed by University of Sheffield, United Kingdom.

The implementation of this application enables the users to get the structured information of a document quickly. The application first read an unstructured textual document, such as a paragraph of text. Then the document’s main points will be extracted. Finally, the main points will be illustrated in graphical map, which is simple and easy to understand. The graphical map represents the structured information from the document.
1.0 Introduction

Structuring information means to convert a textual document into a simple structured information representation such as graphical map and diagram, but this undertaken project will concentrate on the graphical map. Structuring information is done by extracting the main points from an unstructured textual document and then rearranges the significant points in a graphical map.

Unstructured textual documents are the writing that contains text information, which is interpreted subjectively. An unstructured document is data rich. On the other hand, structured information is a simple representation of information of a certain text that is interpreted in graphical methods. It is a summary of a text document that consists of the main ideas and its points.

It is very time consuming if we have to read through the whole document to get the main idea in that particular text. Instead of skim through the whole document, it would be preferable analyzing and extracting the document to get the structured information in the form of graphical map.

Graphical map is a graph that consists of nodes with connecting arcs. It expresses the relationship between nodes. It tends to be easier to understand by users compared to the full text documents. It is useful as it is easier to get the main ideas by looking at the graphical map and to get the points that are showed in each node in the graphical map.
1.1 Structuring Information from Unstructured Textual Documents

We can extract and structure information from documents if we can match attributes with document data values and associate these matched attribute-value pairs as tuples in relations (David W. Embley & others). A textual document can be extracted to reformulate as a structured document. But not all documents can be structured with 100% of accuracy ratios of results. However, it is expected to provide the result with up to 80% of accuracy.

The structuring information from unstructured textual documents can be done manually or automatically by the help of computer processing power. The graphical map with the higher accuracy can be produced by using the manual structuring approach. The manual structuring approach required the users to read through the unstructured textual documents, which can be in either hardcopy or softcopy. After understanding the content of the document, the main points in the document to be illustrated in the graphical map. This approach relied on the understanding of a user to develop the graphical map. Different user may provide with the different graphical map.

The automatic approach involved the utilization of the processing power of a computer. The application for structuring information is to be used to help in structured the information from the unstructured documents. The application will first read the textual document in softcopy, and then follow by the extraction of the points. From the points, a graphical map will be developed. This approach provides faster manner in extracting a document, it also depends on the processing power of the computer and the performance
of the application. The powerful application will provide higher accuracy of graphical map, while others may not.

Structuring information from unstructured textual documents is very useful as there are more and more documents for user to read before they can get the right information. By extracting the documents into structured information, it is easier for the users to acknowledge the main ideas of the documents. Thus, it is no need for users to read every single document.

1.2 Problem Statement

The problems encounter especially when reading documents are:

- Difficulties in getting main ideas

  Usually we have to read through whole document word by word, sentence by sentence to understand the main text in the document and ideas of the text. It is difficult and laborious if we have to read through every document to get the main ideas. Furthermore, some documents making turns before getting into main ideas.

- Time constraint

  It is very time consuming to digest the contents of a document. Further, as the resources from Internet increase, it is not economic in term of our time to read every single document.
• Problem of misleading title
   As we always scan the main title to select the related document to be read, we might end up by reading document which is unrelated or not in our interest due to its misleading title.

1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this project are:

i) To provide a solution based on Natural- Language processing (NLP) to perform summarization for documents

ii) To construct a graphical map from the summarization to help readers to grasp the document quickly before reading.

1.4 Proposed Solution
As stated in the problem statement, we need a system to analyze text based on the content structure of text in order to extract the main points, and then represent it in the simple form, which make it easier to be interpreted and comprehend. This will also speed up the document reading. In addition, the relevancy of the document can be justified.

It is proposed to develop a prototype of application to extract and structure the information from unstructured textual documents. The application should be able to read an unstructured document, such as a paragraph of text, and then extract and represent the document’s main ideas in structured information, such as in graphical map, which is simple and easy to understand.
1.5 Scope of Study

To complete this project, we are going to study on the Natural-Language processing (NLP) approach in document contents extraction. The General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) tool will be studied for its architecture and to be applied in this research project as necessary. GATE tool is developed by University of Sheffield, United Kingdom.

1.6 Expected Outcome

At the end of this research project, it is expecting to come out with an application prototype for structuring information from unstructured textual documents. The proposed application should be able to illustrate the contents of unstructured document, and then extract and represent the document’s main ideas in structured information, such as in graphical map.

1.7 Significant of Research

This research project is mainly to help the user to digest the textual document easier in sense that user no need to read through every single document to get the main ideas. This shortens the time for reading lots of irrelevant documents daily.
1.8 Chapter Review

Each chapter documented in this report covers an aspect of the entire research done.

Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter gives a short tour on the entire project. The introduction of the structuring information is highlighted. This chapter gives a summary of this research project.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter outlines the review on the existing system in the market. The technique and the method used in each system were studied and it is to be used in the development of the project when necessary.

Chapter 3: Research Methods and Analysis

This chapter highlights the analysis of the methods in completing this research project. The modules will be identified and studied in details. Each module will be outlined in details.

Chapter 4: Design and Implementation

This chapter outlines the design and implementation of the application to be carried out to complete this research project. It will be illustrated in details of the flow of the application to be developed.
Chapter 5: Testing and Evaluation

This chapter includes the report for the testing on the prototype that had been developed. The observations are made on the reports. Also included is the evaluation of the research project.

Chapter 6: Conclusion

This chapter concludes the whole research project. This concludes the efficiency and the effectiveness of the prototype that had been developed.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

To have sufficient knowledge to develop a new application, strong literature reviews are required. Studies on the problems and limitation of existing systems will help in enhancing the new developed application with more useful new features.

This chapter reviews all the existing systems that are currently available in the market. There are various systems in the market today with the different features. However, only the systems that structuring the unstructured textual document are focused for this research paper.

The reviews are done on the systems that have similarity to the proposed system. The tools, techniques, and features of each system are identified and compared.

2.1 Review on existing system

Reviewed below is some of the existing that are found to be related to the proposed application. The highlighted features will be the information extraction and the graphical concept mapping tools.

2.1.1 FASTUS (Finite State Automaton Text Understanding System)

FASTUS is an acronym for Finite State Automaton Text Understanding System. It is a system for information extraction. It works with free text in English, and other languages as well, as the English and Japanese versions of system are currently
available. FASTUS was developed in response to the needs of the intelligence community for scanning and processing huge volumes of written texts.

FASTUS is one of the top technologies in the information extraction field. It can analyze an average length of news or article in under 10 seconds. This helps to translate 10,000 articles per day, on a single processor.

![Diagram of FASTUS System](image)

Figure 2.1: FASTUS System (Jerry Hobbs and others, 2002)
The operation of FASTUS is comprised of three steps: (Jerry R. Hobbs and David Israel, 2002)

1. Recognizing Phrases: Sentences are segmented into groups such as noun, verb, and other phrases.
2. Recognizing Patterns: The sequence of phrases is scanned for patterns of interest, and when they are found, corresponding "incident structures" are built.
3. Merging Incidents: Incident structures from different parts of the text are merged if they provide information about the same incident.

The current version of FASTUS may be thought of as using five levels of processing:

1. Complex Words: This includes the multi words and proper names recognition.
2. Basic Phrases: Sentences are segmented into groups such as noun, verb, and other phrases.
3. Complex Phrases: Complex noun and verb groups are identified.
4. Domain Events: The sequence of phrases that are produced at (3) is scanned for interested event to the application, and the structures information are built for entities and events contained in the pattern.
5. Merging Structures: Structures arising from different parts of the text with same entity or event are merged.

The advantages of the FASTUS system are as follows: (Jerry R. Hobbs and David Israel, 2002)

- It is conceptually simple. FASTUS is a set of cascaded finite-state automata.
- The basic system has a relatively small footprint.
• It is effective.
• It has very fast run time. The average time for analyzing a message is less than 10 seconds.
• In part because of the fast run time, it has a very fast development time. This is also true because the system provides a very direct link between the texts being analyzed and the data being extracted.

The FASTUS system has been extended in the following ways:
• The development of a convenient interface that will allow grammar writers to define patterns more easily.
• The implementation in Japanese language version of FASTUS.
• The adoption of FASTUS for the use in high-precision Information/Document Retrieval engine.

FASTUS is a mature, robust, effective, efficient information extraction system. It is not a text understanding system, but an information extraction system. It is perhaps the most convenient and most effective system that has been developed for extracting the information.

2.1.2 Smart Ideas
Smart Ideas is a concept mapping tools and hypermedia program which allows users to draw concept maps with a graphical direct-manipulation interface. Most people enthusiastically adapt to reading and understanding informal concept maps rather than to read the full text documents. Kremer (1996) has introduced computer-supported
concept mapping to individuals who could then independently draws concept maps, and shared concept map workspace. *(Rob Kremer and Brian R. Gaines, 1996)*

Users can draw the concept maps using an editor, every node and link drawn in the map will also be represented in an underlying hyperspace *(Figure 2.2)*, which can be shared with other users and other concept maps. The hyperspace contains the hypernodes that have hyperlinks between them. The window labelled “The Complete Protocol” contains the entire hyperspace view.

*Figure 2.2: A hyperspace (large thick oval) and sub views of the hyperspace (Rob Kremer and Brian R. Gaines, 1996)*